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Sense and safety in
laboratories'
Concern over laboratory safety is receiving a large amount of publicity at the
present time, stimulated perhaps by the unfortunate incident in a specialised
research laboratory at Birmingham University. Sensational radio and television
reporting of that event, however startling the revelations, does not necessarily
reflect accurately current practice within Health Service laboratories. Interest in
laboratory safety has been a serious and continuing concern for many years, as is
evident from the published reports and collected statistics (Collins et al., 1974;
DHSS, 1972a, b; Harrington and Shannon, 1975, 1976, 1977; Pike, 1976).

It would be unfortunate if publicity accompanying last year's unusual event should
spread undue alarm among both the general public and laboratory workers about
the potential dangers of laboratory work. The unusual hazards of specialised
research laboratories must be recognised, but these are not the problems that
generally face the majority of laboratory workers. The establishment of an advisory
group2 to deal with such specific problems will make it easier to bring pressure to
bear on those responsible to make adequate arrangements to prevent most accidental
spread of highly dangerous pathogens.
The pathological service laboratories in Health Service hospitals have everyday

hazards of a different nature and order of magnitude. The objective of safety rules
and codes of safe working practice should be to define conditions that allow work
to proceed in the safest possible manner consistent with rapid, efficient, and accurate
work output.

Infectious hazards form only part of the spectrum when safety in hospital
laboratories is contemplated. The risks of fire, explosion, chemicals, carcinogens,
electricity, and ionising radiation must also be recognised. Some of these hazards
are already dealt with by existing regulations, for example, ionising radiation,
carcinogenic substances, and fire hazards.
The design of codes of practice will be the responsibility of all those working in

laboratories, following implementation of the Health and Safety at Work Act
(1974). When accidents do occur two important principles emerge. Firstly, by
definition, an 'accident' is an unforeseen event; and, secondly, safe working practices
are only as effective as those who should observe them allow. These two considera-
tions should be kept clearly in view. It is perfectly possible to define specific risks,
for example, from toxic fumes or pathogenic microorganisms, but it is less easy to
quantify the size of the risk in terms of likelihood of occurrence. It is, by definition,
impossible to design a system from which all accidental hazards are eliminated, and
in any case it is no more possible to abolish all risks completely from laboratories
than from any other area of life or work. What is feasible is to reduce the possibility
of accidents by identifying risk areas and organising suitable precautions.
The second crucial point is that safety depends on a constant awareness of

hazard and recognition that there are procedures of minimal risk to be followed.
All laboratory workers should accept responsibility for their own and other workers'
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2DPAG-Dangerous Pathogens Advisory Group, 1976.
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safety, and senior laboratory staff have an even greater duty to provide adequate
training in safe working practices. Many unsafe procedures, for example, mouth-
pipetting and failure to provide adequate safe waste disposal, are allowed to continue
because of inertia or even ignorance of the risks involved. Some staff seem to be
unaware of alternative, safer methods or resist their introduction because they
believe them to be more difficult or troublesome to adopt.

Safe working practices are not the product of a series of legislative acts. They
should be developed from deliberate decisions taken by the staff to eliminate
identifiable hazards. This ensures the adoption and continuous usage of safe
techniques as a matter of habit. Simple measures are obviously more likely to be
observed than elaborate or time-consuming procedures, but even the latter will be
accepted provided the risk is understood and the benefit from using the more
cumbersome method is recognised.
What little published evidence there is suggests that the risk of infection in

laboratory staff is not entirely related to the chance of exposure. The incidence of
hepatitis in microbiologists and virologists is extremely low, more probably because
all grades of staff in these disciplines are aware of the hazard than because they are
less exposed to it. Careful technique is engrained in such departments where it
becomes second nature to adopt non-dangerous procedures; many specimens are
handled by such laboratories without any prior information of specific risks. The
incidence of hepatitis in laboratory workers in general (Grist, 1978) has fallen in
1975-76 to about one-quarter of what it was in 1970-74 (Grist, 1976). These en-
couraging figures suggest that there is increased awareness of the risks and that
successful precautions have generally been adopted.
There is no doubt that unexpected exposure to potential infection is still a source

of danger, for example, in postmortem rooms. The provision of better facilities
to reduce hazards will cost money, and it is not easy to see how this will be made
available in the current financial difficulties facing the NHS. High costs must be
related to relatively low benefits in this area compared to many more dangerous
occupations and recreations. The first requirement of NHS laboratories is to
maintain their service to the patient; part of the problem of ensuring safety for
laboratory staff is derived from the imbalance that now frequently exists between
available resources and the continuing increase in work-load in all areas of labora-
tory medicine (Whitehead, 1971; Barnard, 1976; Buttolph, 1977).

Health authorities are anxious to encourage more efficient bed use, with faster
throughput; this inevitably increases the pressure on laboratories. The laboratory
specialties have successfully met the demands of their colleagues in both hospital
and primary care until now. If the current trend is to continue, it is urgently necessary
to review existing facilities and working procedures to decide whether these are
capable of meeting the joint requirements of the provision of an efficient service and
a 'safe' working environment.
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